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“This place is alive and crackling with good, nourishing energy, and by not channeling it, your bazillion tuition
dollars are irresponsibly spent. And mom and dad don’t want that.” – Steve Etheridge, Opinions
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DUE TO BUDGET
CONSTRAINTS, THIS
IS THE FINAL ISSUE
OF THE ECHO
FOR THE 2009-2010
SCHOOL YEAR
MARION PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA CONERT
The Marion Philharmonic
Orchestra Spring Fling Concert will take place tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in Rediger
Auditorium. The concert will
be featuring “Concert Music
I” written by Dr. Dana Collins
and the Taylor chorale will be
performing as well. Tickets for
adults are $18 or $12 with a
Taylor ID. Student tickets cost
$5. Tickets will be available at
the Taylor theatre box office or
by calling Judy Kirkwood at
765-998-5289.
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BY STEPHEN GROVES
News Co-Editor

T

he classrooms at Taylor integrate
faith and learning, but at times,
questions arise challenging the
way students view both.
The question of origins, or how life
developed on earth, is a controversial
topic among Christians. Some hold
tightly to a literal interpretation of
Genesis 1, while others explore the
sciences for an explanation. Many
others find themselves somewhere in
between.
Recently, the campus has been faced
with the question of how God created
life through a student-planned trip to
the Creation Museum.
On Wednesday night, the second
floor of Samuel Morris Hall invited
the campus to a wing educational
event to discuss the topic. Biology
professors Timothy Burkholder and
Andrew Whipple and community
member David Whybrew spoke, offering advice and their personal experience with the topic.
Senior Doug Laskowske organized
the event as a way to encourage students to discuss and think about the
origin of life. He said that he did not

want the event to be structured as a species evolved from one to another.
The question of the time period
debate because that would give the
idea that someone would be a win- that life was created in was even
ner or loser. Instead, he instructed more divisive. Fifty percent said they
the speakers to talk directly to stu- thought life was created in six 24-hour
dents rather than respond to things days. A quarter of those surveyed said
they thought it
the other speakers
was a longer time
said.
period of thouLaskowske said
sands, millions or
he planned the
billions of years. A
educational “to get
significant portion,
people thinking
“The point is, it’s God’s
14 percent, said
and remind people
they did not have
[creation]. He crethat there are difa stance.
ferent views in our
ated it. He sustains
This topic
university.”
it for his purposes. It
divides Christians.
Within the stuThe various pieces
dent body, a recent
reflects his character.”
of evidence, the
survey conducted
Bible and science
by The Echo
seem to conflict
revealed that stuwith each other.
dents are not uniFo r C h r i s t i a n s,
fied in their stance
this often preson the subject. In
ents a dilemma
the survey of 431
students, the majority, 70 percent, between their adherence to a literal
said they held to a creationist view, interpretation of the Bible and scimeaning God created each species entific facts.
However, when approaching the
individually. However, a significant
minority of 18 percent said they topic, Whipple encouraged students
adhere to theistic evolution, meaning to look at God more as a Creator than
God used evolution to create life and a mechanic.

BY HANNAH WARSTLER
Staff Writer
Sophomores Nate Luers and Chase Moore ride the mountain bike trail on the new property.

CYCLISTS BLAZE
NEW TRAIL
BY ERIN PABODY
News Co-Editor
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He said, “They (some Christians) go
to extraordinary lengths to achieve
that sense of security in being able
to describe when, and how, and how
long it took God to create, and that
… totally misses the point. We ought
to be dealing with the doctrine of
Creation. … The point is, it’s God’s
[creation]. He created it. He sustains
it for his purposes. It reflects his character. ”
He also said that scientific evidence and the Christian faith are not
threatening to each other, but actually can be integrated and used as a
witness to God.
Within the Taylor academic system,
this topic is raised on several levels.
Biology students are faced with the
topic of origins in Principles of Cell
Biology, as well as their capstone class.
In the general education curriculum,
many students said they discussed
creation in Historic Christian Belief.
While the debate rages on in Christian circles, it is clear the topic is not
simple. However, as the question
inevitably is addressed, Laskowske
said that students should “approach
the question of origins with an open
mind, a commitment to Scripture and
a love for the truth.”

Ministry creates
relationships between
Taylor students and
local kids
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Question of the origin of life challenges students

Students utilize mountain
bike trail on new property
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GAME DAY T-SHIRTS
All students are welcomed
and encouraged to design the
front of the 2010-2011 Game
Day T-shirts for next year. The
shirts will be dark puple, and
the back will read “Game Day”
in the traditional font with
the Trojan symbol. Designs
should have no more than
three colors. Submit designs
to brody_rathman@taylor.edu
by Sunday at midnight. Voting
on the top three designs will
be availble in the DC on Monday and Tuesday. The winning
design will be announced May
14 via e-mail. The winner
of the contest will receive a
generous gift from the athletic
department.
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A

mong other features of Taylor’s property a mile west of campus, some students are using the new mountain bike
trail that was built last April. Sophomore Chase Moore, president of Taylor’s
cycling club, says he would like to see the
trail trafficked by more students.
“[The trail] is open to mountain bikers, runners, hikers,” Moore said. “It’s a great place
to trail run if you’re tired of running on campus. Not too many people use it, but I would
love to see it be used on a really consistent
basis.”
Director of Scholarships and Athletic
Fundraising Brad Yordy collaborated with
the cycling club last year to help get this proj-

Photo by Timmy Huynh

ect started. Yordy dealt with getting Taylor
approval, paperwork and legal aspects of
the project. Facility services also played a
big role by building special parking near the
trail and providing the cyclists with tools and
resources to assist in building the trail.
“We’re glad that the Taylor leadership allows
projects like this that take little or no university resources but are a great recreational
addition to the institution,” Yordy said.
In order to bike on the trail, students and
faculty must sign a waiver at campus safety
and place a sticker on their seat post.
Moore says if more students begin to use
the trail for biking, running, walking, etc.,
that it will likely be expanded in the future
because there is more acreage that can be
used.
Sophomore Nate Luers has used the mountain bike trail since last year and says he
would like to go on a more consistent basis.
Leurs says he enjoys riding the trail and that
it is a good excuse to get away from campus.
“It’s a challenge,” Luers said. “It’s a tight
trail, and it’s kind of hard to do. It gets me
away from school and allows me to focus on
something else for a bit.”

What began as a place for kids to wait for
the morning school bus has become a thriving
teen outreach in the heart of Upland.
The Red Barn, a partner ministry of Lightriders and Youth for Christ, aims to provide
teens with a safe and encouraging environment while pointing them toward Jesus
Christ. With regular attendance of nearly 60
students, the Red Barn plans to expand its
facilities this summer and provide a more
holistic ministry to junior- and senior-high
students. The Red Barn has had a close partnership with Taylor students since it began
five years ago.
“We love Taylor kids,” said Taylor Shockey,
director of the Red Barn. “To be honest, we
could never have enough.”
This year, about 30 Taylor students — half
of them freshman — devoted an afternoon
each week to spending time with the teens
that come to the Red Barn after school.
Taylor senior Lindsay Rottmeyer, the student director of the Red Barn in TWO, emphasized the power of consistent involvement.
“It demonstrates to the kids that you care
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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REDBARN CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

know they will find a family atmosphere at the Red Barn.
“Being here this long, you really get
to know the kids, because a lot of them
come year after year,” said Zach Jones,
who has volunteered for four years.
Ryan Barker, an Upland resident
and freshman at Taylor, has been
involved with the Red Barn since
he was in eighth grade. As one who
started coming as a middle school student, Barker understands the impact
it can have on an adolescent’s life. He
acknowledged that a key reason he
spent time at the Red Barn was to
avoid the drug scene.
“The Red Barn gets kids in a positive place,” Shockey said. “They see
they can have fun and don’t have to
get involved with all these temptations.”
Kristin Eckhout started going to the
Red Barn as part of a service-learning

project for her psychology class. As
a senior, Eckhout was initially frustrated that she was required to invest
in a new ministry her last semester,
but said, “It’s been a blessing. Now I
wonder, ‘why did I wait until my last
semester?’”
Eckhout’s teasing banter with high
school junior Sarah Pearson typified
the unreserved friendship many students develop through the Red Barn.
Pearson and Eckhout chat and play
games.
“Sarah’s awesome at ping-pong,”
Eckhout said.
Pearson, a student at a private high
school, has enjoyed getting to know
others outside of her own academic
circle.
“I’ve been coming pretty much ever
since it’s been open,” she said.
Many students are from Eastbrook
schools, but others come from Matthews and even Van Buren districts.
The Red Barn is already outgrow-

ing its facility, built five years ago. The
annual winter lock-in attracted over
80 students this year — some had to
be turned away. This summer, the
barn will be expanded to include an
art room, a larger common room, and
another room for studying, counseling
or tutoring.
“We would love to have Taylor students tutor here, maybe for workstudy,” Shockey said.
The Red Barn is open every weekday during the academic year and
three days a week in the summer. One
Saturday a month, Shockey organizes
a game or movie night; his wife, Liz,
leads a well-attended Bible study on
Thursdays. Several “Red Barn moms”
prepare snacks each day.
“Without the Taylor students, though,
we’d be doomed,” Shockey said. “I’m
58, and I can’t play basketball for two
hours every day.”
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ACTING ON AIDS
IS PARTNERING WITH THE
BOOKSTORE TO RAISE MONEY FOR
THE DAMIEN CENTER IN INDIANAPOLIS
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236 W. Reade Ave.
Upland, IN 46989-1001
(765) 998-5359
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DONATE YOUR BOOKS TO HELP
RAISE FUNDS FOR HIV IN
INDIANA
TU BOOK STORE HOURS:
MONDAY-THURSDAY
(MAY 17-20) 9AM-4PM
AND FRIDAY
(MAY 21) 9AM-1PM

CHANGE IRAQ

ONE

CHILD AT A TIME.

JOIN OUR TEAM SERVING AT
ENGLISH-SPEAKING CHRISTIAN
SCHOOLS IN SECURE
NORTHERN

IRAQ.

VISIT WWW.CSMEDES.ORG
TO LEARN MORE.

Pirated oil tanker
Russia- A tanker with 23 Russian crew members and an estimated $52
million worth of oil was hijacked, Wednesday, on its way to China. According to the European anti-piracy naval force, the ship sailed from
Sudan. Reportedly, the hijackers are pirates. A Russian warship is on
its way to aid the tanker.
Gunman sentenced
India- Ajmal Kasab, one of the 10 attackers in a 2008 terrorist attack on
Mumbai, was arrested and sentenced Thursday to death by hanging.
Kasab was the only one of the terrorists who was captured alive. The
attack in 2008 killed more that 160 people.
Tornado causes devastation
China- At least 29 people were killed and almost 200 were injured in
a tornado in southwestern China on Thursday morning. The storm
destroyed 980 residential buildings and damaged more than 10,000.
More than 70,000 people were relocated because of the storm.
Secretive trip to China
North Korea- The leader of North Korea, Kim Jong Il, reportedly made
an unofficial five-day trip to China. The official media did not cover the
visit. Officials say the purpose of the trip was to focus on obtaining
economic aid for North Korea and attempt to re-establish nuclear talks
with China.

Got
Three
Minutes?

Take the time to watch the Job Search Videos

http://w ww.taylor.edu/careerdevelopment

Follow tu_careers

from

New leadership
Nigeria- Former Nigerian President Umaru Yar’Adua died late on
Wednesday. The government had been under the unofficial control of
the acting president and vice president, Goodluck Jonathan. Jonathan
was sworn in as president almost 12 hours after Yar’Adua died. The
country has declared seven days of mourning for the former president.
New web addresses
Egypt- The internet took the first step in truly becoming “world-wide.”
Egypt, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates are the first countries to have web addresses written in their language and not in Latin
script. More than 20 countries have requested approval for international domains.

LIFE & TIMES

As you may have noticed, The Echo has gone on a bit of a
diet due to budget constraints. Consequently, and most unfortunately, Life & Times has been cut from two pages down
to one and this is the last issue of the year. So, as your 20092010 Life & Times editors, we’d like to bid you adieu. It’s
been a joy to interactively report Taylor’s campus happenings, to answer your questions and to play matchmaker.
Seniors: Have a nice life. The rest of you: Keep on reading
the centerfold.
Adrienne Chaudoin & Alissa Goeglein
Life & Times Editors

YO, ADRIENNE!
(And Alissa)
Yo Adrienne!
What has happened to our
lovely Taylor Bell Tower? I’ve
only heard it ringing once
this spring, and don’t remember it ringing at all this
winter!
-For Whom the Bell Doesn’t
Toll

Dear For Whom the Bell
Didn’t Toll,
Contrary to popular belief,
the Hunchback of Notre
Dame didn’t quit his second
job as the Taylor Bell Tower
warden. And the bells didn’t
mimic the Liberty Bell and
become useless because, well
(spoiler alert!), there aren’t
any real bells inside that
black box in the air.
The real problem comes from

the Taylor community having
too much to do. We all know
that you can hear the Bell
Tower from miles away – I
can hear it in my off-campus
house. So, when there’s a play
going on, or a concert in the
Recital Hall, or any production that doesn’t want an
interruption, they contact the
music department. The music
department is in charge of
the Bell Tower, and they turn
it off whenever groups
request silence for their
events. Since this season was
so busy, they shut the Bell
Tower down for an extended
period of time. But good
news! The Bell Tower was
reactivated this week, and it’s
tollin’ just for you.
Answering your
questions one
round at a time.
echo.lifeandtimes@
gmail.com

SENIOR SHOULD-HAVES
Ridden the Habeckers’ Segways
Made a viral My Gen commercial
Pulled a work-free all-nighter
Hung out with a professor on the
weekend
Written an opinions piece for The
Echo
Watched a thunderstorm from the
prayer chapel

Gotten married
Beaten a video game in your dorm
room
Gotten shot at Southside Diner
Yelled at people who walk the loop
Stood up and announced something in the DC
Promised to keep in contact with
friends

Comic illustrated by Caroline Helmke

Get off my porch
or I’ll call
the
cops
on
you
Senior
mimicks
senior citizen,
reminiscences,
imparts
wisdom

Mark

wood

Ledger

By Josh Kennedy
Online Editor

S

o help me, if I catch you kids romping in my daisies one
more time, I’ll — what’s that? You say you’re looking for
who? Honey, I ain’t been a freshman in a long time. Look
at this leathery old face — do I look like I’ve got the
willpower to stay up till the rooster crows? Do I look like I fancy
myself James Dean with my V-neck T-shirt and my shiny new
MacBook device? No, child, it’s been too long since I could call
myself a wet-behind-the-ears freshman. Ah, those were the
days.
See, when I was your age, Taylor was about 650 acres smaller
than it is today, and there was no such thing as a Memorial
Prayer Chapel — it was just a clump of awkward bushes. There
was no sidewalk cutting across the field between the DC and
the music building. Oh, and back then, they used to set up a
life-size nativity scene. Somehow, baby Jesus always managed
to get himself stolen.
Yeah, those are fond memories, and things have changed
since then. The football team couldn’t win a game, The Echo
was ugly, and the gospel choir was led by this guy named Celby.
There was no such thing as the Reject Show and the DC had
this big, Chinese divider near the Olson section.
Some things, you know, have remained the same all these
years. Open house is still only on the weekends, chapel bands
still only play three or four different songs, and the basketball team still averages about 60 points a game. I remember
things like “the Hurl,” people using actual metal keys to get
into Wengatz and Olson after hours, and something known as
“campus safety.”
Sigh. It seems like so long ago. I can still remember when
Taylor felt new to me — it’s strange how familiarity sets in.
There are so many things I’ve wanted to say but never had
the chance.
The first is to Mr. Dusty Di Santo. Hi, my name is Josh
Kennedy. You interviewed me and were my admissions counselor. We’ve never officially met. This saddens me. Secondly, to
the young man on the baseball team who drives a Chevrolet
Avalanche: You once threw a water balloon at me while I was
walking. It left a bruise. I forgive you. Third, to the young,
bearded fellow who almost hit me with a lightsaber outside of
Reade one afternoon: I was unarmed. How dare you swing at
a frail, old man? I know your father and so help me, if I had
my cane with me, I ...
... Sorry, I must have drifted off there for a second. What’s
that? Are you sure you don’t want to come in for some buttered
noodles or coffee cake? Okay, well ... are people still driving
around the loop blaring Taylor Swift? That is so 2007. You
know, we used to call them sideWALKs for a reason! And I bet
people will probably complain about the DC food forever, no
matter how much variety there is (seriously, people, get over
yourselves).
Sure, more often than not we fail at living up to our “community” front, but the important thing is that we’re trying,
right? We’re a university of people just trying to make it. Jocks
and geeks, bookworms and “Lost” fans, those worthy of Steve
Austin’s posse and those ... not — we’re all learning together
about life, love and the pursuit of a college experience worth
paying for.
So if there’s one thing I’ve learned while serving my time
here in Upland, it’s this: Growing old is mandatory, but growing
up is optional. Time will pass with or without you. Use it wisely.
Get involved. Try your best. Be the change. Stop complaining
like every class before yours and just fix problems. You’re only
young once, so enjoy your remaining time on this campus, dag
gummit ... care for a Werther’s?

testimonies and communion – a first time event. At the end of the service, the underclassmen
laid hands on the seniors as President Habecker prayed.
Photo by Timmy Huynh

a note from your editors
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A new tradition Students gather by Taylor Lake Thursday evening for a time of worship,

7 May 2010

Are you this guy? Write to us at echo.lifeandtimes@
gmail.com and we’ll connect you. If you have an
encounter of your own, one of your friend’s, or a made
up one, let us know the date, location, and a brief recap
of the encounter so we can post it in next week’s Echo
as a comic strip.

Arts & Entertainment
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May

june
Robin Hood- May 14
Ten years after “Gladiator,” director Ridley Scott
and Russell Crowe
reunite for a spiritual
sequel of sorts. An action
movie by one of the
industry’s best, you can
liken this film more to
“Braveheart” than “Gladiator,” as Robin assembles a crew of
mercenaries to rid Nottingham of its corrupt
sheriff.
Shrek Forever- May 21
Did you see “Shrek 3”?
Cuz I didn’t.

July
The A-Team- June 11
Remake of the classic
TV show. Starring Liam
Neeson, Jessica Biel
and Bradley Cooper
(“The Hangover”), the
film is leaning heavily
toward the action-withoccasional-wittyremark genre. A good
one to see with friends ...
perhaps more to laugh
at than laugh with.

4

August
The Last Airbender- July 2
Based on the Nickelodeon
animated show, M. Night
Shyamalan puts his thriller
film reputation on hold for
a kids’ show update.
Remakes are big moneymakers for Hollywood
lately (“Transformers,”
“Alice in Wonderland”), but
whether this one will be
any good defies prediction.
It’s safe to say we’ll be
treated to some kickin’
action scenes, though.

The Other Guys- August 6
Will Ferrell and Mark Wahlberg play two desk-worker
cops who try their hand at
a case in the field. Hilarity
ensues. Just watch the
trailer and you’ll get a
healthy dose of what to
expect: You’ll see not only
the comedic prowess of
Ferrell and Wahlberg, but
that of co-stars Samuel L.
Jackson and Dwayne Johnson as well.
Scott Pilgrim vs. The
World- August 13
Starring Michael Cera in
the only role he’s ever
played, Scott Pilgrim is an
adaptation of a comic
book about a kid who has
to defeat his new girlfriend’s seven evil exboyfriends before winning
her heart. Artistically rendered like a classic arcade
game, the most important
part of this film is that it’s
by the same guys who
made “Shaun of the Dead”
and “Hot Fuzz.”

SUMMEr MOVIE

PREVIEW

by Eric Skala

MacGruber- May 21
Another SNL spinoff film,
it’s hard to imagine that
someone could sit
through essentially a
90-minute skit. But one
peek at the trailer promises laughs on par with
past SNL films like “Night
at the Roxbury” and “Hot
Rod.” Many will scoff, but
fans of SNL’s Digital
Shorts or The Lonely
Island crew might want
to stick around for this
one.

Catching up
with Tiger Cub
While most Taylorites
were bearing the cool J-term
ANDY
and winter season, Upland/
SHARKeY Wheaton
techno group Tiger
Cub
—
consisting
of comcontributor
munication majors Taylor
and Jamison MacKillop and
Stephen Dorman — were mingling with the
Spielbergs, Switchfoot and Wes Anderson in the
warmer climate of the Los Angeles Film Studies
Center. Cinco De Mayo marked a homecoming
for all three, returning from both their celebrity
shoulder-rubbing and semester-long hiatus as a

Toy Story 3- June 18
Once promised never to
happen, Woody, Buzz
and company return,
this time 10 years later
as owner Andy heads to
college and the toys are
dropped off at a local
daycare. After two successful iterations and
the Oscar-winning “Up,”
is there any way Pixar
can fail? Knock on
wood.

Inception- July 16
In between Batman films,
Christopher Nolan likes
to make movies on an
unimaginable scale that
no one usually goes out
to see. Fans of
“Memento” and “The
Prestige” can expect a
similar psychological
thriller, this time starring
Leonardo DiCaprio, who
carries the only solution
to a mysterious crime
locked in his head.

performing band. I sat down with Taylor MacK- we’ve [come]. It’s gone from minimal pop music
illop to get some sense of their future direction to really full sounds. It’s been interesting.
Sharkey: Have you found time [and] inspiraafter releasing both an EP and an LP before
tion to write much while studying in LA?
departing for the West Coast.
Taylor: Yeah, when we were there we kinda
Sharkey: You’re back at Taylor for your senior
year. What are some of the prospects for the had the mindset that we were going to just
make movies. Like, we were telling each other,
band in the coming two semesters?
Taylor: Well, right now we really want to have “No new music, we’re here for school, and making
a new album ready in late fall. We’ve been work- movies.” And the more we were away from making a ton on new stuff. We’d like to play shows, ing music the more ideas came, and eventually
and more stuff at Taylor, if possible. … Either it came to a point where, for me, it was a great
release to just sit down and make beats.
that or tour.
Sharkey: So ... how has making movies conSharkey: Is your sound “evolving?” Are there
any big changes, sonically, for the new stuff vs. tributed or detracted from songwriting ideas?
Taylor: Well, the interesting thing was that
the old stuff?
Taylor: Huge. We dug up our old EP in the car Stephen and I were [involved with] sound
on the way to Portland, Ore., (our road trip from design for our group films. So we got [to add] in
east to west) and we listened to the whole thing. our little bits of music in the movies we made.
It was so bad. It’s a great way to look at how far But on top of making music outside of Tiger

Piranha 3D- August 27
Jaws is divided into 1000
less dangerous fish and
ruins spring break for
everyone. ATTENTION
HOLLYWOOD: If your victims are on a LAKE with
monsters that are stuck in
WATER, I immediately see
a possible escape route
your characters should be
utilizing.
Other notables: Twilight: Eclipse, Sex and the
City 2, Jonah Hex, The Karate Kid, Prince of
Persia, The Expendables, Step Up 3-D.

Cub, it just helped me create more. Like, I wrote
acoustic stuff, and when I got tired of movie
soundtracks, I would sit down and fiddle with
Tiger Cub demos. Then when there was stuff we
liked, the facilities were amazing so we recorded
in a little suite 16 floors above L.A. It seemed,
[from] the demos I made, [that] Stephen and
Jams (Jamison) made them into gold.
Sharkey: Right on. Last question: Should the
campus expect more (choreographed) dance parties soon?
Taylor: They should expect some free Christian expression soon, but some Taylor students
might find it too emergent.
Check out exclusive new, free tracks
from Tiger Cub at http://www.mediafire.
com/?nl0whhendzc

Congratulations, Seniors and your families!
Love, Marylou, Gene & the Habecker Family

OPINIONS
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PEACE
OUT,
NERDS

F

or three years this campus
has endured my opinion columns, and unless someone
invents a time machine
really, really soon, this one will
be my last. I’ve ridiculed a lot of
things[1] during my time as editor, with the simple philosophy
that anything worth taking seriSteve
Etheridge ously is worth making fun of.
This has rubbed many of you
Opinions
the wrong way, as evidenced by
Editor
countless profane and vaguely
th r e at e n i n g e -m a i l s, a l l o f
which I’ve enjoyed. Many of you,
though, have shown me warmth and kindness,
and it is these people who make me feel so grateful for the privilege of sharing my beliefs but so
terribly ashamed for the subliminal techniques
I’ve used to manipulate your minds[2].

Either due to time or lack of Adderall, there
are a number of columns I never got around to
writing, and so I thought I’d use this final column to dump the basic concepts of these wouldbe columns on you in an undeveloped, disjointed
fashion — something, no doubt, you’ve come to
expect from me.
First, respect Indiana. Most of us non-natives
develop an unhealthy disdain
for the state while we’re here,
the reasons typically being the
weather and not enough stuff
to do. Putting into perspective
what matters, neither of these
reasons are sufficient. Save your
complaints for something significant, like how pretty girls always
get out of speeding tickets.
Second, don’t work at summer
camps. They delude you as to
what it’s like to have an actual
job, and, plus, you Spring Hillers
kind of give off a cultic vibe.
Third, give compliments.
Give them without agenda; it
shouldn’t be uncomfortable. Just remember,
dudes, not to be all perve-like when you’re giving them to girls.
Fourth, be sure to tune into “The Rush Limbaugh Show” from noon to three on weekdays
while enjoying the full menthol flavor of Newport cigarettes[3].
Fifth, love your parents. No other person alive

Take it from them

S

hould I make a last appeal to Taylor UniJessica
versity? Should I say “Preserve the small
Martini
co-ed dorms”? Or should I advocate for
Columnist
more diversity in the higher-up university jobs? Should I put in my best word to “Save
The Echo”?
I believe there’s a need to analyze issues and speak up respectfully. Students will always benefit from an outlet in which to
question the status quo of our institution.
Maybe you will be the one to make the above appeals next year.
But by now I’ve said enough.
It’s what I’ve been taught that needs a last amplification.
I thought beyond the classroom and went online to the Taylor site to recall chapels (the unique mark of our education,
gathering to explore eternal truth and to praise God). A lot of
wisdom has been shared in this place. I recalled favorite chapel
messages, ones that changed me most.* Here they are. It’s what

has loved or supported you as unconditionally
as they have, yet the undergrad whine-to-praise
ratio regarding them is like a thousand to one.
Mother’s Day is in two days, and even if your
mom is only half as good as mine[4], you should
feel proud and lucky and miss her like crazy.
And sixth, this school needs some new course
offerings to better accommodate evangelical
eccentricities. My suggestions:
HUM 230 Chastity as Experience, PHI 440 Ostracize or Tolerate, and BIB 300 American
Entitlement in Scripture. Gotta
keep that enrollment up.
Beyond these things I have
little else to say. Yet to all my
fellow cynics out there — and
I’m being serious here for once
— take my word and just accept
that this place is never going to
make sense to you, and that a
lot of things[5], if you let them,
will continue to frustrate you
until the day you graduate.
What’s made my time here so
invaluable was relenting to open-mindedness,
not in the sense of passively accepting whatever data I encounter, but learning to excavate
the petty and banal for meaningful artifacts,
becoming devoured by appreciation instead of
judgment.
This place is alive and crackling with good,
nourishing energy, and by not channeling it,

“... take my word
and accept that
this place is never
going to make
sense to you ...”

your bazillion tuition dollars are irresponsibly
spent. And mom and dad don’t want that.
So I raise you all a parting glass[6], with
hugs and little Euro cheek kisses, and wish you
every middle school yearbook farewell acronym
I know. Next time I see you will probably be in
heaven, where chances are we’ll be able to fly.
Can’t wait.
[1] Guys with beards, Barbaro, Chris Kattan, George Lucas, Frisbees,
Vision 2016, the football team, the slogan “Shaya will take you Higha,”
squirrels, the bell tower, Christian rock, the LTC, Vanessa Hudgens,
Bibleman, yogurt, Polar Pops, Burger King, the estate of Jimi Hendrix, Paris Hilton, the U.S. Navy, Bob the Tomato, all things Facebook,
freshmen, Nickelback, maturity, all dorms but Swallow, hunting, NASA,
Kevin Costner, Hillsong, sleeveless shirts, Michael Moore, Handy Andy,
longboards, bandanas, obesity, Islam, Obama, Palin, Social Justice Week,
idealism, Rob Bell, C.S. Lewis, math, townies, the DC, terrorism, the
new science building, Thaddeus Reade, coffee, hipsters, Coldplay, Razor
scooters, root beer kegs, MMA, the Olympics, Dick Cheney, Mary Carillo,
Epcot, AWANA, television, tall people, Leviticus, the Olsen twins, Nooma
videos, Rich Mullins, Sammy Morris, Snuggies and more.
[2] Yes, it’s true. I receive monthly checks from the Republican party
and Big Tobacco.
[3] Full disclosure: I might’ve made a hundred bucks on that one.
[4] She’s not.
[5] Like the outrageous imbalance of athletic and academic scholarships; pick-a-dates and ring downs; Segways; disciplinary procedures;
piety enabling superiority; gimmicky campaigns and programming;
commencement speakers; the way the Union looks; spiritual renewalthen-stagnation; most PAs; Senior Sem.; and anything else that makes
you yearn for air beyond the Bubble.
[6] Kiddy Colada.

emphatically, this memorable line: “The Gospel of Jesus Christ is not
they said …
Freshman Year ’06-’07: I remember Dr. Gregory Poland of the just vertical; it is horizontal.” The Church cannot only spiritually
Mayo Clinic coming to challenge students with a question: “How direct people to God (vertical) while neglecting to love our neighbors
and meet their immediate needs (horizontal).
would you live your life if you were not afraid?”
He challenged us to care for the outsider, the
It’s a question I wrote down and had tacked to
poor and the marginalized or else bring our salmy wall for a couple of years. He said it was worth
vation into check. His words were so blunt and
examining deeply and especially in light of heartpowerful that he received spontaneous applause
ache (this was the fall following the Taylor van “Students will always
accident). His challenge was to trust God ruthlessly
benefit from an outlet throughout.
Senior Year ’09-’10: Dr. Jerry Root from
and fearlessly.
in which to question Wheaton College spoke this semester, and conSophomore Year ’07-’08: Dr. Mary Poplin of
Claremont Graduate University told her story of
the status quo of our nected with me personally when he said, “I don’t
think I’ve ever had more questions about my faith
once being an antagonistic professor who believed
institution.”
than I have right now. [At the same time] I don’t
the Bible to be sexist and offensive. She became
know that I have ever felt more loved by God than
a believer after a dream in which she saw Jesus.
I feel right now in my life. I don’t know that I’ve felt
After conversion, Dr. Poplin went on to work with
more in love with God than I feel right now.”
Mother Teresa in impoverished Calcutta, India. At
He allowed for the tough questions of our faith,
Taylor she had a solemn, wise air as she told us
Mother Teresa’s words to her: “Fall more in love with Jesus every and stated that ultimately we are in a mysterious love story. I
day.” While we are not all called to work with the poor, she said, we agreed with his quote above — I know a little more, understand
a lot less, but am more convinced of God’s love and beauty than
each have our own Calcutta in this world.
Junior Year ’08-’09: On MLK Day, 2009, Bryan Loritts came when I started out.
from a multicultural congregation in Memphis, Tenn., and preached,
*You can reminisce, too, at www.taylor.edu/experience/chapel.html

Closing comments on
community

S

5

eeing as this is the last time I plague whomever reads this
column with my thoughts, I figured I would keep today’s
article short and simple.
Over the course of the last four years, I’ve realized that
the community that Christian universities desperately attempt
to generate is, frankly, hokey. It may develop and strengthen
student bonds, but it’s ultimately contrived and inorganic.
There are things I will miss about Taylor, to be sure, but its
sterile sense of what biblical community looks like is not one of
them.
Instead, I find that I prefer the earthy and diverse (and, from
Nick Davis
what I hear, occasionally boozy) community of Washington, D.C.,
Columnist
where I was blessed to spend my spring semester. People of faith
don’t “define” or “discuss” community in the world of Washington
like they do in typical Christian enclaves.
Community here is chaotic — no institutionalized directive for living, just
lots of people trying to make sense of what following Jesus looks like while loving the people around them. The whole mess probably looks like a disaster to
professional Christians, but to me it was refreshing.
The truth is, I was never very adept at living whatever the Taylor experience
looks like for the normal, wing-happy-pick-a-date-loving-this-was-the-best-fouryears-of-my-life student. It just wasn’t me.
If that’s you too, you’re in good company. If not, well, lucky you — just mail me
the details about how you did it, because I’ve got two weeks until I get dumped
into the real world. Either way, enjoy these last two weeks. You may never get
them again.

Mailbox
To Tim McDermott:
Last week you wrote an article regarding your
thoughts as they pertained to Social Justice Week.
In it, you expressed your disagreement with the
week’s stated purpose — to generate interest resulting in a continual commitment to serving the disadvantaged — because “(i)f we are not actually helping
anyone ... we are not living up to our biblical commitment to help the poor.” I would like to challenge
that thought.
During Heritage Chapel, our speaker emphasized
one important thing: ideas matter. Meaningful action
never comes from a vacuum. Our thoughts affect
our beliefs and beliefs affect action. For example,
your article states that simulating an impoverished
lifestyle at Taylor is literally impossible because
poverty is so much more than having money or a
place to live.
Your belief has compelled you to encourage further Taylor involvement in service. That is a wellformulated opinion. I can only imagine it to be the
product of well informed thought — the very kind
an event like Social Justice Week promotes.
We are a blessed people. I understand that sitting
in our comfort can often be uncomfortable, especially
as we encounter a call in our lives to engage with the

least of these, remembering that to
whom much has been given, much
is required.
If we sit with the truth that we
learn here at Taylor, through an event like Social
Justice Week or otherwise, I agree that we will stagnate and miss the mission to which we have been
called. We should do, and not just learn, something
about social injustice.
One of the beautiful things about Taylor, however,
is the countless number of outreach ministries created for this very purpose. We have opportunities
for service all around us every day, and we should
take part in them.
Yet Social Justice Week continues to serve an
important purpose by engaging our minds — informing, challenging, advocating, and moving people — in
a Romans 12 transformative manner. Please do not
underestimate the power of this.
Ideas matter, and we should engage with them.
By the grace of God, we will be moved to a more
informed action. And who is to say that, for some
person, the thing that made a world of difference
began by living on the Reade lawn and listening to
a couple of speakers.
- Molly Larkin, senior

Congratulations Senior Class of 2010!
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IN BRIEF

Baseball gears up for playoffs

by Daniel Morrill
Contributor

The Taylor baseball team begins postseason play at Indiana Wesleyan University in
the MCC conference tournament Saturday.
Taylor will enter the MCC tournament as
the outright regular season champion for the
first time in the program’s history.
Taylor’s first taste of the two seed Spring
Arbor came last Saturday when the Trojans beat the Cougars 8-0 and 8-4 in eight
innings.
Spring Arbor (15-7 in conference) finished
three games behind Taylor in the MCC, and
will be a force to be reckoned with in the
tournament. Marian (15-9) is the three seed
and the last team that does not have to participate in a play-in series in order to get into
the tournament.
Although Taylor is the number one seed,
senior shortstop and closer Michael Kraynak
knows that seeding doesn’t mean much at
tournament time.
“It’s obviously nice to be the one seed, but
that doesn’t mean it gets easier,” Kraynak
said. “We won the tournament last year as

the four seed, so every team in the tourney
is dangerous. We just need to go out and play
the way we have all year.”
Anchored by a deep pitching staff, Taylor
is well-suited for tournament play where
many games will be played over just a few
days. Pitching has been the backbone of
the Trojans all season, compiling a team
ERA of 3.97, which ranks 18th overall in
NAIA Division I. The staff has been able
to focus on throwing strikes and relying on
a much-improved defense (0.961 fielding
percentage) to make plays in the field. This
approach has helped the pitching staff to
allow only 1.8 walks per game, which leads
all of NAIA Division I. Travis Carsten (9-1,
3.18 ERA), Travis Tomaszewski (6-0, 2.62),
Ryan Baker (5-1, 3.31) and Chris Howell
(4-1, 3.76) all excelled this year on the bump
for the Trojans.
The offensive attack also did well this season, averaging 7.6 runs per game, slugging
0.524 and batting at a 0.343 clip. The offense
pounded out 47 home runs and coaxed 201
walks over the course of the season as well.
Freshman outfielder Taylor Luna led the
Trojans in batting average with an outstand-

ing mark of 0.448, and also hit 10 home runs
to tie sophomore first baseman Ryne Otis
for the team lead. First year Trojans Rhett
Goodmiller and Jordan Coffey also had solid
years at the plate, batting 0.417 and 0.358
respectively.
For the five Trojan seniors, this postseason
will be their last go around in college play,
and Kraynak and the others are setting their
sights high.
“This has been a great season so far, but
our ultimate goal is to go to the [NAIA] World
Series,” Kraynak said. “Being our last year,
there would be no better way to go out than
to reach that goal. We absolutely have the
talent to do it, we just need to keep our focus
and execute every time we play.”
Taylor came three games away from scoring an NAIA World Series spot a year ago,
and the team believes that they can make
it this year. The journey begins tomorrow as
the Trojans seek to gain an automatic bid to
the NAIA Championship opening round by
winning the MCC conference tournament.
the Trojans seek to gain an automatic bid
to the NAIA Championship opening round by
winning the MCC conference tournament.

club
sports
wrap up
another
season

track
teams
finish in
top three

by Andrew morgan
Sports Co-Editor

by Eric true
Sports Co-Editor

home first place in the steeplechase
with a time of 9:18.03. Junior Bryan
Allingham, who qualified for nationals with a school record time of 48.27
in the 400-meter, contributed to the
second-place finish as well. Allingham also took home third place in
the 200-meter and was part of the
4x400 and 4x100 relay teams, both of
which finished second. Junior Scott
Gill, coming off his NAIA national
championship in the long jump last
year, finished second in the high
jump with a height of 6- 7.
On the women’s side, freshman
Henrietta Carey took home second
place in the 100- and 200-meter dash
with times of 12.50 and 26.10, respectively. Carey, along with sophomores
Cassie Vaflor and Stephanie Kenney
and junior Morgan Achterhoff finished third in the 4x100 relay with
a time of 49.81. In her final MCC
showing, senior Andrea Elsman took
home fourth place in the triple jump
with a leap of 33- 10 1/4.
Both the men’s and women’s teams
returned to Upland to take part in
the NCCAA National Track & Field
Championships on Taylor’s campus
this Thursday through Saturday.

Six Taylor sports clubs concluded their seasons
The Taylor men’s and women’s
in the final weeks of the spring semester. Although
track teams finished up their MCC
none of these groups are officially sponsored by
seasons with second and third place
Taylor, the cycling, equestrian, men’s and women’s
finishes, respectively, at the MCC
lacrosse, men’s volleyball and ultimate frisbee
track championships last Saturday.
clubs are all constantly evolving to further their
The races were held at Goshen Uniintegration into Taylor’s athletic community.
versity and featured all nine MCC
The equestrian team is the oldest of these
teams. Indiana Wesleyan claimed the
organizations, competing for 18 years under the
title for the men’s side, and Bethel
supervision of coach Maggie Boyle. Boyle owns
claimed the women’s title.
and operates Black Dog Farms in Marion where
The men’s team, which claimed its
she instructs Taylor riders on the hunt seat style
second consecutive second-place finof riding.
ish, was paced by the strong finish
“Her expertise and experience is reflective in
of senior Tom Robertson, who took
how she pushes us as riders to ride to the best of
our ability,” senior rider Rebecca Helmke said.
The team competes within the structure of the
Intercollegiate Horse Show Association, which is
comprised of 29 regions within nine zones. During their season, course of the season, the group of young men found their way into
Taylor rides against a wide variety of schools, including Purdue half of the starting line up for the club. The season started off well
and Notre Dame. Taylor hosted three meets at Black Dog Farms for the young Taylor team, who had a 5-2 record early in the spring.
this year, while also hosting the 2010 IHSA regional competition They had some losses in the following weeks, but took two key wins
against John Carroll University and Carnegie Mellon University
in March.
Taylor riders Hannah Bennett and Rebecca Helmke both quali- in April to finish with a 7-7 record.
“We had some pretty high expectations, almost unachievable, but
fied for and competed in the regional meet this year. Bennett rode
in the Intermediate Flat, while Helmke rode in the Intermediate that didn’t matter,” sophomore Jeff Neiman said. “We are a team
that will strive for excellence, and show who we really are out on
Fences.
“In riding, there is always room to grow, to become a better rider. the field.”
Men’s lacrosse had two key goals this year: Be the least penalized
… This season, I am so glad I had the chance to grow and learn
team in the MCLA, and convey a Christ-like attitude to competialongside my teammates,” Helmke said.
Another club with a rich history is men’s lacrosse, which has tors and their fans. Senior Chey West provided the team with the
competed for 14 years and never recorded a losing season over the foundational leadership needed to accomplish these goals, while
past decade. The team plays within the Men’s Collegiate Lacrosse the younger players watched his example and learned from his
Association, which also hosts a wide variety of teams, such as Ball humble leadership.
“Chey West, the leader of our team, used words when they needed
State.
to be said, and only when needed,” Neiman said
Men’s lacrosse acquired
Now, lacrosse plans to further develop their younger players
nine freshmen this year, all
during the off-season and mold them into the existing team
of whom had high school
structure.
experience. Over the
Playing as the newest sports club at Taylor, the ultimate frisbee team entered its second season this year.
They compete in the Ultimate Players Association.
In the fall, the team took first place in the Earlham
College tournament and second place in their own
tournament at Taylor. In the spring, they continued
their success with a second place finish at another
Earlham competition, and a second place finish
at the UPA sectionals with a record of 6-1
in that tournament.
“Our team is a lot more disciplined this year,” senior captain
Brett Riggs said. “We have
some great core players who
trained on and off the field, and
showed up to every practice.”
Due to their success at sectionals, the ultimate
team was invited to the regional tournament for an
opportunity to enter the national tournament, but
too many players had scheduling conflicts, so the
season was stopped short.
Now, as every Taylor-sponsored sports program enters
the off-season, so too will the six independently funded
club sports. Only the fall of 2010 can begin to reveal the
future progression of these clubs.

Baseball (35-12, 18-4)

Softball (13-25, 6-10)

results
04/27
at Indiana
Tech L, 5-3
W, 9-7

results
05/04
at MCC Tournament
vs. IWU L,
1-0
vs. Saint
Francis L, 5-2

Schedule
05/08
at MCC
Tournament
vs. IWU 10
a.m.

Recap
Baseball concluded their regular season on Tuesday with
a split doubleheader against
Indiana Tech on Tuesday (L
5-3, W, 9-7). Senior pitcher
Michael Kraynak recorded his
seventh save of the season
during the second game,
keeping Indiana Tech from a
comeback win in the seventh
inning.

Men’s Track
results
05/01
Mid-Central
College
Championships 2 of 9

Schedule
05/07-08
NCCAA
Championships 10
a.m. / 12:15
p.m.

Recap
Men’s track took second
place in the MCC Conference Championships for the
second straight year. Junior
Bryan Allingham finished first
in the 400-meter dash with
a school record and an NAIA
qualifying time of 48.27.

Schedule
Season
Concluded

Recap
Game one of softball’s
MCC tournament remained
scoreless for the first four
and a half innings until IWU
hit a single RBI to run in the
only score of the game for a
0-1 Taylor loss. The Trojans
then lost their second match
of the double elimination
tournament 2-5 against Saint
Francis. Freshman pitcher
Holly Tomaszewski had
seven strikeouts in the second game, and 12 overall.

Women’s Track
results
05/01
Mid-Central
College
Championships 3 of 9

Schedule
05/07-08
NCCAA
Championships 10
a.m. / 12:15
p.m.

Recap
Women’s track took third
place in the MCC Conference Championships, which
is their best conference position since 2006. Henrietta
Carey finished second in the
100- and 200-meter dashes
with the respective times of
12.5 and 26.10.

Athlete of the Week

Emily Trier

Name

Emily Trier

Hometown

Pittsburgh, Pa..

Sport

Women’s lacross (club)

Residence

Third East Olson

Reese’s Pieces or
M&M’s

Peanut Butter M&M’s

Favorite Sports
Team

Steelers and Penguins

Nicknames

Trier

Favorite
color

Tropical Temptation

Favorite
cartoon
character

Reggie Rocket

Favorite
Quote

“It’s easier to ask forgiveness than permission.” - My mom

Favorite Movie

“Top Gun”

Favorite Band/
Musician

Plus One (or ZOEgirl...
it’s a tie).

Favorite wing
member

Myself

Most
memorable
athletic
moment

Spraining my ankle
after tripping over my
own feet

Favorite TV show

“Lost”

Favorite Number
and why

4, 8, 15, 16, 23, 42
(Need I explain?)

Funniest
Teammates

Zorg, Voltron and Tomahawk.

